
 
 
 
***FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*** 
 
Contact: Stephanie Henderson 
Phone: 806-548-6611 
Email: stephanie@carpettech.com 
 
 

Carpet Tech Announces Disinfectant Process to Kill COVID-19  
in Businesses and Homes 

 
Collin County, TX, March 16, 2020- Carpet Tech, a local cleaning and restoration company, 
has the training, certification, and equipment to kill the coronavirus using an exclusive 
disinfectant process that includes the EPA approved chemical ProKure1. ProKure1 kills 
bacteria, molds, and viruses, including COVID-19 on hard surfaces, soft surfaces and in HVAC 
units. 
 
Carpet Tech is mobilized for immediate response to clean and disinfect schools, hospitals, 
businesses, and homes both as a preventative measure and in response to the exposure of 
COVID-19. 
 
“We are poised to respond to local and regional needs regarding the coronavirus,” said Carpet 
Tech General Manager Stephanie Henderson. “Our exclusive disinfecting methods kill all 
viruses, not just COVID-19, and are quick and efficient.” 
 
Unlike other processes, Carpet Tech sprays the disinfectant from six feet down on all surfaces. 
After a two hour kill and dry time, Carpet Tech IICRC-certified technicians can then 
professionally clean carpets and floors using their hot water extraction process. 
 
Additionally, Carpet Tech has the ability to chemically fog a home or facility to kill the 
coronavirus and other harmful contaminants. Carpet Tech suggests a combination of both 
fogging and spraying for best results.  
 
Already, Carpet Tech is working with local and regional schools and hospitals to strategize the 
best methods of preventing and responding to the coronavirus in community facilities. 

As Carpet Tech continues to visit homes and businesses, they have implemented additional 
mandates to keep technicians and customers safe with these additional protocols: 



 
 

● Actively encourage sick employees to stay home 
● Emphasize respiratory etiquette and hand hygiene by all employees 
● Perform routine environmental cleaning in our office, shop, vehicles, and equipment 
● Technicians are required to sanitize hands thoroughly at the start and end of every job 
● Technicians will wear gloves when necessary to further protect themselves and home 

and business owners 

Carpet Tech has been cleaning, disinfecting and deodorizing commercial, industrial and 
governmental buildings for more than two decades. Carpet Tech has the proper equipment, 
training, and licenses for biohazard clean up. They are also 100% OSHA compliant to clean 
biohazard materials and restore the property.  

Carpet Tech trained technicians are certified by the IICRC and use special truck-mounted 
equipment that allows us to clean using a hot water extraction method. All of Carpet Tech’s 
chemicals and processes are EPA approved. 

Other Carpet Tech Services: 

● Soft Surface: Carpet Cleaning and Stretching, Rug Cleaning, Upholstery Cleaning 
● Hard Surface Cleaning: Hardwood Floor Cleaning and Restoration, Tile & Grout 

Cleaning and Sealing, Strip & Re-wax 
● Flood and Fire Restoration: 24/7 Emergency Service for Fire Damage and Water 

Extraction 
● Air Duct Cleaning: Industrial truck-mounted vacuum system dislodges dirt and other 

debris allowing for total airflow through duct registers to improve indoor air quality 

Carpet Tech, a Lubbock, TX, based cleaning and restoration company has been serving 
residential and commercial customers for more than 25 years. Carpet Tech has grown by 
building relationships and serving our customers with excellence and integrity. With offices 
located in Lubbock, Amarillo, Midland, Odessa, Collin County, & Clovis, we are able to service 
the South Plains, Panhandle, the Greater DFW area, and Eastern New Mexico. Carpet Tech is 
the most recognized cleaning and restoration company in the region. 

 
 

### 

Requests for information on the EPA approved treatment services provided by Carpet Tech for 
the novel coronavirus should be directed to Stephanie Henderson, 806-795-5142 or 
stephanie@carpettech.com 
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